XL Annual Meeting
of the Chilean Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Society
September 26 to 29, 2017, Puerto Varas

40 Years Contributing to Research in Chile:
Looking Back & Moving Forward

Conference
- Opening lecture: Félix Rey
- Severo Ochoa conference: Oscar Llorca
- Osvaldo Cori conference: Octavio Monasterio
- PABMB conference: José Sotelo
- Closing lecture: Alberto R. Kornblith

Prizes
- Hermann Niemeyer Medal
- SBBMCh-Fermelo prize for best speaker and best poster
- Tito Ureta prize: Catherine Connelly

Symposia
- Gene expression and Molecular Biosystems
- Exploring the winding path of cancer
- ACCDis Symposium: Cellular Quality Control & Communication in Health & Disease
- Capillary electrophoresis for Biochemical and Molecular Biological applications
- An approach to the Infectious Pancreatic Necrosis Virus: from the virus to the host
- Cono sur symposia: Plants and their environment
- Structural Biology-Protein Homeostasis Sbbq Brazil
- The role of DNA viruses and encoded oncoproteins in human carcinogenesis
- Molecular host-pathogen interactions

More informations
Secretary: Christian A.M. Wilson
Email: secretariasbbm@gmail.com
ujiowilson@gmail.com
www.sbbmch.cl

Early registration
July 14, 2017